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ABSTRACT 

Although the advanced 3-dimensional structure measurements provide more and more de-
tailed structures in Protein Data Bank, the simplest 2-dimensional lattice model still looks 
meaningful because 2-dimensional structures play a complementary role with respect to 
3-dimensional structures. In this study, the folding structures of delta-hemolysin and its six 
variants were studied at 2-dimensional lattice, and their amino acid contacts in folding 
structures were considered according to HP model with the aid of normalized amino acid 
hydrophobicity index. The results showed that: 1) either delta-hemolysin or each of its va-
riants could find any of its folding structure in one eighth of 1,129,718,145,924 folding 
structures because of symmetry, which reduces the time required for folding, 2) the impact 
of pH on folding structures is varying and associated directly with the amino acid sequence 
itself, 3) the changes in folding structures of variants appeared different case by case, and 4) 
the assigning of hydrophobicity index to each amino acid was a way to distinguish folding 
structures at the same native state. This study can help to understand the structure of del-
ta-hemolysin, and such an analysis can shed lights on NP-problem listed in millennium 
prize because the HP folding in lattice belongs to a sub-problem of NP-problem.  

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

With the advance of technologies in 3-dimensional structure measurements, more and more detailed 
structures are documented in Protein Data Bank [1, 2]. Therefore, the protein folding models become paler 
compared with real structures, especially the 2-dimensional model whose results deem meaningless and 
doubtful. However, why do we need to study the Newton’s physics after having had the Einstein’s theory? Why 
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should we not destroy all photo devices, which record 2-dimensional pictures while our world is 3-dimensional? 
Actually, the simplest 2-dimensional lattice model looks more meaningful nowadays than before be-

cause: 1) 2-dimensional structures do not exist in reality and thus play a complementary role with respect 
to 3-dimensional structures; 2) the folding in 2-dimensional lattice tells the ways of how a protein folds 
since 3-dimensional data document only limited ways that a protein folds if any; 3) the ways that a protein 
folds provide a clue how a protein folds itself within a very tiny interval of time; 4) it is more efficient and 
effective to optimize computing algorithms in 2-dimensional lattice rather than in 3-dimensional lattice; 5) 
the computation of exhaustive folding structures would be a good measure of how the computing power 
advances; 6) models can tell us the future whereas data only record the past; and 7) our daily experience 
indicates that we are comfortable to have a family album rather than a collection of 3-dimensional statues 
of family members, i.e., 2-dimensional data are easier to store than 3-dimensional data. 

At this moment, the hydrophobic-polar (HP) model would scornfully emerge in our mind because it 
folds a protein along 2-dimensional and 3-dimensional lattices [3, 4]. Nevertheless, the HP model is widely 
considered too simple compared with real-life case, because it just classifies amino acids as either hydro-
phobic (H) or polar (P), and converts an amino acid sequence into an HP sequence, and folds the HP se-
quence along lattices, and finally counts the number of H-H contacts. However, at the native state of fold-
ing structure, the contact between any two amino acids can reach 400 (202), i.e., AA contact, AR contact, 
VV contact, so the computation is huge if one wants to find a native state with certain amino acids con-
tacts. From this viewpoint, studies of protein folding along 2-dimensional lattice should not be abandoned. 

As a matter of fact, any amino acid sequence should fold in the same way in lattices no matter wheth-
er it is an HP sequence or amino acid sequence, a self-avoiding way, i.e., left, ahead, and right. Actually, 
the HP folding in lattice belongs to a sub-problem of NP-problem listed in millennium prize [5-7]. This 
means if humans want to solve the NP problem, we have to study the HP folding despite some view that 
this type of studies is out-of-fashion. The real truth is that we do not know much about folding structures 
in 2-dimensional lattice because of the lack of computing power. 

Staphylococcus aureus is a Gram-positive bacterium that can be found in the upper respiratory tract 
and on the skin [8]. S. aureus can secrete hemolysins to cause cell death [9]. Hemolysins at least include α-, 
β-, γ- and δ-hemolysins, and each plays a different role in damaging of cell membrane as determined by 
3-dimensional structures [10-12]. However, their 2-dimensional structures have yet to be studied by HP 
model. Because the length of α-, β-, and γ-hemolysins are composed of more than 300 amino acids, it is 
only practical to study δ-hemolysin that is composed of 26 amino acids [13]. Although the δ-hemolysin 
has been studied for nearly 50 years, its high potency against Legionella was reported recently [14, 15], and 
its anti-pathogenic activity may inhibit quorum sensing pathways [16]. The mechanism of antimicrobial 
and cytolytic peptides in model membranes suggested that the Gibbs energy of binding to the membrane 
is the primary determinant of peptide activity [17]. 

With the advance of computing power, it is possible to analyze all δ-hemolysin’s folding structures in 
2-dementional lattice because it is short and composed of 26 amino acids. Even so, the number of its 
possible folding structures in 2-dimensional lattice is astonishing, i.e., 4 × 3n−2 = 4 × 3(26−2) = 
1,129,718,145,924. However, a duo 2 GHz CUP ThinkPad laptop can compute 200,000 folding structures 
per second, thus it needs 65 days (1,129,718,145,924/200,000 = 5,648,591 second) to compute all the possi-
ble folding structures. Actually, each mutant also has the same number of folding structures. Therefore 
researchers concentrate themselves on developing optimal algorithms in order to minimize computations 
as many as possible [5, 18-23]. This study will analyze all possible folding structures of δ-hemolysin from 
S. aureus and its variants. 

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 

2.1. Data 

Amino acid sequences of δ-hemolysin and its variants were obtained from the UniProt [24] with the 
accession number P0C1V1. Six natural variants were found in canine, including the variants at position 3 
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Q→A, positions 10-12 GDL→VEF, position 15 W→L, positions 17-18 ID→AE, position 21 N→E and posi-
tion 24 T→I [25]. 

2.2. Sequence in 2-Dimensional Lattice 

The HP model is simple because it classifies each amino acid either as hydrophobic (H) or as polar 
(P) although there are several neutral amino acids. If those neutral amino acids are dealt properly, the HP 
model would work in real-life case, for which the normalized amino acid hydrophobicity index (Table 1), 
where only glycine is considered as a neutral amino acid [26]. 
 
Table 1. Normalized amino acid hydrophobicity index. 

At pH 2 At pH 7 

Very Hydrophobic 

L 100 F 100 

I 100 I 99 

F 92 W 97 

W 84 L 97 

V 79 V 76 

M 74 M 74 

Hydrophobic 

C 52 Y 63 

Y 49 C 49 

A 47 A 41 

Neutral 

T 13 T 13 

E 8 H 8 

G 0 G 0 

S –7 S –5 

Q –18 Q –10 

D –18   

Hydrophilic 

R –26 R –14 

K –37 K –23 

N –41 N –28 

H –42 E –31 

P –46 P –46 (used pH 2) 

  D –55 
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This leads an amino acid sequence to have four HP sequences with respect to: 1) whether glycine was 
as hydrophobic amino acid or as polar one, and 2) whether the amino acid sequence was at pH 2 or at pH 
7. In this way the amino acids of δ-hemolysin and its variants were converted, and there were 28 HP se-
quences listed in Table 2. 
 
Table 2. Conversion of amino acid sequences of δ-hemolysin and its variants into HP sequences. 

δ-hemolysin and its variants Classification Sequence 
Original Amino acid MAQDIISTIGDLVKWIIDTVNKFTKK 

 G = H at pH 2 HHPPHHPHHHPHHPHHHPHHPPHHPP 
 G = P at pH 2 HHPPHHPHHPPHHPHHHPHHPPHHPP 
 G = H at pH 7 HHPPHHPHHHPHHPHHHPHHPPHHPP 
 G = P at pH 7 HHPPHHPHHPPHHPHHHPHHPPHHPP 

Variant position 3, Q→A Amino acid MAADIISTIGDLVKWIIDTVNKFTKK 
 G = H at pH 2 HHHPHHPHHHPHHPHHHPHHPPHHPP 
 G = P at pH 2 HHHPHHPHHPPHHPHHHPHHPPHHPP 
 G = H at pH 7 HHHPHHPHHHPHHPHHHPHHPPHHPP 
 G = P at pH 7 HHHPHHPHHPPHHPHHHPHHPPHHPP 

Variant positions 10 - 12, GDL→VEF Amino acid MAQDIISTIVEFVKWIIDTVNKFTKK 
 G = H at pH 2 HHPPHHPHHHHHHPHHHPHHPPHHPP 
 G = P at pH 2 HHPPHHPHHHHHHPHHHPHHPPHHPP 
 G = H at pH 7 HHPPHHPHHHPHHPHHHPHHPPHHPP 
 G = P at pH 7 HHPPHHPHHHPHHPHHHPHHPPHHPP 

Variant position 15, W→L Amino acid MAQDIISTIGDLVKLIIDTVNKFTKK 
 G = H at pH 2 HHPPHHPHHHPHHPHHHPHHPPHHPP 
 G = P at pH 2 HHPPHHPHHPPHHPHHHPHHPPHHPP 
 G = H at pH 7 HHPPHHPHHHPHHPHHHPHHPPHHPP 
 G = P at pH 7 HHPPHHPHHPPHHPHHHPHHPPHHPP 

Variant positions 17 - 18, ID→AE Amino acid MAQDIISTIGDLVKWIAETVNKFTKK 
 G = H at pH 2 HHPPHHPHHHPHHPHHHHHHPPHHPP 
 G = P at pH 2 HHPPHHPHHPPHHPHHHHHHPPHHPP 
 G = H at pH 7 HHPPHHPHHHPHHPHHHPHHPPHHPP 
 G = P at pH 7 HHPPHHPHHPPHHPHHHPHHPPHHPP 

Variant position 21, N→E Amino acid MAQDIISTIGDLVKWIIDTVEKFTKK 
 G = H at pH 2 HHPPHHPHHHPHHPHHHPHHHPHHPP 
 G = P at pH 2 HHPPHHPHHPPHHPHHHPHHHPHHPP 
 G = H at pH 7 HHPPHHPHHHPHHPHHHPHHPPHHPP 
 G = P at pH 7 HHPPHHPHHPPHHPHHHPHHPPHHPP 

Variant position 24, T→I Amino acid MAQDIISTIGDLVKWIIDTVNKFIKK 
 G = H at pH 2 HHPPHHPHHHPHHPHHHPHHPPHHPP 
 G = P at pH 2 HHPPHHPHHPPHHPHHHPHHPPHHPP 
 G = H at pH 7 HHPPHHPHHHPHHPHHHPHHPPHHPP 
 G = P at pH 7 HHPPHHPHHPPHHPHHHPHHPPHHPP 
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2.3. Folding Structures 

Each of 28 HP sequences theoretically had 1,129,718,145,924 folding structures, which were deter-
mined by a Dawning 5000 supercomputer with 180.6 trillion floating-point operations per second. 

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

As have seen, the merit of HP model is to divide amino acids into hydrophobic (H) or polar (P), then 
it is easy to find out the native state of folding structure with maximal H-H contacts, whereas it is quite 
laboring to find any amino acid contacts with respect to any combination of two amino acids. Of 
1,129,718,145,924 folding structures, we are only interested in the structures at native state defined by H-H 
contacts.  

Figure 1 shows several characteristics of eight folding structures of δ-hemolysin. First, δ-hemolysin 
begins to fold from position 1 to position 26 no matter whether HP sequence or amino acid sequence. 
Second, each non-sequential H-H contact constructs a unit of negative energy according to the definition 
in HP model while this definition could also be any other contact, which certainly results in different 
folding structures. Third, the symmetric characteristic holds for eight folding structures, i.e., 1) the folding 
structures on left-hand side are vertically symmetric to the folding structures on the right-hand side; 2) the 
folding structures between I and VI, between II and V, between III and VIII, between IV and VII are ho-
rizontally symmetric; and 3) the folding structures between I and V, between II and VI, between III and 
VII, and between IV and VIII are 180-degree rotating symmetric. If we carefully examine the eight folding 
structures in Figure 1, those structures are identical, but fold through eight different pathways in 
2-dimensional lattice. This means that a protein needs far less time to fold itself than previous assumed 
[27]. Actually, such symmetric structures are chiral structures in terms of 3-dimensional structures, which 
lead to different recognition mechanisms in enzymatic functions. This really shows the complementary 
role of 2-dimensional structures to 3-dimensional structures because it can explain the chiral center in 
terms of folding of amino acids.  

As we deal with glycine either as hydrophobic (H) or polar (P) according to the normalized amino 
acid hydrophobicity index (Table 1), Figure 2 presented this influence on the folding structure of 
δ-hemolysin. As can be seen, the sole glycine at position 10 was subject to different considerations. When 
the glycine was classified as polar amino acid, the minimal energy changed to -11 from -12 (bottom panels 
vs. middle panels in Figure 2). Another issue is whether pH levels could influence the folding structure. 
Actually, in this particular case, the influence of pH on the folding structure was not found because both 
folding structure and minimal energy were the same in the left and right panels of Figure 2. On the other 
hand, the pH influence could be seen by the summed values of normalized hydrophobicity index to the 
amino acids that constructed H-H contacts (the values in parentheses).  

Figures 3-8 showed the folding structures of variants of δ-hemolysin, which highlighted various in-
fluence of mutated amino acid. For example, the same folding structure at native state could be found in 
Figure 4, Figure 6 and Figure 7 but not in Figure 3, Figure 5, and Figure 7. The minimal energy was 
changed in Figure 3, Figure 5, Figure 7 and Figure 8 due to different classification of the glycine, howev-
er, such a change was not found in Figure 4 and Figure 6, and particularly the mutation led the glycine to 
be absent in Figure 4. Also, the minimal energy was changed in Figure 4, Figure 6 and Figure 7 at dif-
ferent pH, which also shows influence on misfolding [28, 29]. Therefore, whether pH affects H-H contacts 
should be determined case by case (Figures 2-8).  

Moreover, structures in those figures suggested that a native state could have several different struc-
tures. Table 3 showed detailed analyses, where pH 2 and pH 7 are the references to determine whether an 
amino acid is hydrophobic (H) or polar (P) in the normalized amino acid hydrophobicity index (Table 1), 
and G = H as well as G = P are whether glycine was considered as hydrophobic (H) or polar (P). In exam-
ple of δ-hemolysin (first entries, Table 3), the negative values (–12 and –11) were the minimal energy de-
termined by the number of non-sequential H-H contacts. As can be seen, a native state can have many 
folding structures, for example, 2160 and 7552 folding structures at pH 2 with G = H and G = P. As there  
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Figure 1. Folding structures of δ-hemolysin under the condition of glycine at position 10 as hydro-
phobic amino acid at pH 2. The dotted lines are non-sequential H-H contact, which is considered as 
a unit of negative energy-1, and the sum of dotted lines is the minimal energy-12. 
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Figure 2. Amino acid sequence and HP folding structures of δ-hemolysin in different classification 
of glycine as hydrophobic amino acid or as polar amino acid at pH 2 or at pH 7 with their native 
states of minimal energy. The dotted lines are non-sequential H-H contact, and arrows indicate the 
difference with respect to whether glycine is considered as hydrophobic amino acid or as polar 
amino acid. 
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Figure 3. Amino acid sequences and HP folding structures of the variant Q→A at position 3 in dif-
ferent classification of glycine as hydrophobic amino acid or as polar amino acid at pH 2 or at pH 7 
with their native states of minimal energy. The dotted lines are non-sequential H-H contact, and 
arrows indicate the difference with respect to whether glycine is considered as hydrophobic amino 
acid or as polar amino acid. 
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Figure 4. Amino acid sequences and HP folding structures of the variant GDL→VEF at positions 10 - 
12 in different classification of at pH 2 or at pH 7 with their native states of minimal energy. The 
dotted lines are non-sequential H-H contact, and arrows indicate the difference with respect to 
whether glycine is considered as hydrophobic amino acid or as polar amino acid. 
 
are so many structures at a native state, it suggested that δ-hemolysin might have sufficient structures to 
deal with various situations. Still, Table 3 indicated that assigning hydrophobicity index to each amino 
acid can help to distinguish folding structures at the same native state. 

To our knowledge, the hydrophobic-hydrophilic-neutral (BPN) model is a comparable 2-dimensional 
model, which determines the optimal pathway for folding to native structure by means of enumerating all 
the possible folding pathways [30]. Yet, the energy landscape model deals with a funnel-like landscape bi-
ased toward the native structure [31, 32]. Finally, the folding intermediate model is related to the stability 
and activation energy barriers between folding intermediates [33]. However, the detailed comparison 
among four models is beyond the scope of this article, and we hope to address this issue in near future. 
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Figure 5. Amino acid sequences and HP folding structures of the variant W→L at position 15 in dif-
ferent classification of glycine as hydrophobic amino acid or as polar amino acid at pH 2 or at pH 7 
with their native states of minimal energy. The dotted lines are non-sequential H-H contact, and 
arrows indicate the difference with respect to whether glycine is considered as hydrophobic amino 
acid or as polar amino acid. 
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Figure 6. Amino acid sequences and HP folding structures of the variant ID→AE at positions 17 - 18 
in different classification of glycine as hydrophobic amino acid or as polar amino acid at pH 2 or at 
pH 7 with their native states of minimal energy. The dotted lines are non-sequential H-H contact, 
and arrows indicate the difference with respect to whether glycine is considered as hydrophobic 
amino acid or as polar amino acid. 
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Figure 7. Amino acid sequence and HP folding structures of the variant N→E at position 21 in dif-
ferent classification of glycine as hydrophobic amino acid or as polar amino acid at pH 2 or at pH 7 
with their native states of minimal energy. The dotted lines are non-sequential H-H contact, and 
arrows indicate the difference with respect to whether glycine is considered as hydrophobic amino 
acid or as polar amino acid. 
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Figure 8. Amino acid sequence and HP folding structures of the variant T→I at position 24 in dif-
ferent classification of glycine as hydrophobic amino acid or as polar amino acid at pH 2 or at pH 7 
with their native states of minimal energy. The dotted lines are non-sequential H-H contact, and 
arrows indicate the difference with respect to whether glycine is considered as hydrophobic amino 
acid or as polar amino acid. 
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Table 3. Characteristics of native state of δ-hemolysin and its variants. Negative value is the minimal 
energy, the number of folding structures at given native state is in parentheses, the number of native 
states defined according to the hydrophobicity index is in brackets, the range of sums of hydropho-
bicity index is in braces. 

δ-hemolysin and  
its variants 

Characteristics of native state 

pH 2 pH 7 

G = H G = P G = H G = P 

δ-hemolysin 
–12 (2160) 

[51] {1507-1931} 
–11 (7552) 

[106] {1433-1839} 
–12 (2160) 

[58] {1496-1926} 
–11 (7552) 

[120] {1422-1830} 

Variant position 3, 
Q→A 

–12 (6328) 
[131] {1306-1931} 

–12 (760) 
[7] {1517-1641} 

–12 (6328) 
[164]{1306-1962} 

–12 (760) 
[23] {1483-1859} 

Variant positions  
10 - 12, GDL→VEF 

–13 (744) 
[23] {1586-1949} 

–13 (744) 
[23] {1586-1949} 

–12 (2160) 
[55] {1578-2008} 

–12 (2160) 
[55] {1578-2008} 

Variant position 15, 
W→L 

–12 (2160) 
[53] {1523-1947} 

–11 (7552) 
[94] {1449-1866} 

–12 (2160) 
[58] {1496-1926} 

–11 (7552) 
[120] {1422-1830} 

Variant positions 
17 - 18, ID→AE 

–13 (696) 
[17] {1467-1770} 

–13 (264) 
[6] {1575-1770} 

–12 (2160) 
[57] {1403-1810} 

–11 (7552) 
[136] {1329-1721} 

Variant position 21, 
N→E 

–12 (7312) 
[150] {1310-1931} 

–12 (432) 
[16] {1426-1855} 

–12 (2160) 
[58] {1496-1926} 

–11 (7552) 
[120] {1422-1830} 

Variant position 24, 
T→I 

–12 (2160) 
[45] {1660-2018} 

–11 (7552) 
[105] {1586-1989} 

–12 (2160) 
[52] {1645-2012} 

–11 (7552) 
[116] {1571-1997} 

4. CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, this study takes a step forward from our previous studies [34-36] in following points: 
1) a protein can find any of its folding structure in one eighth folding structures because of symmetry, 
which reduces the time required for folding, 2) the impact of pH on folding structures is various and asso-
ciated directly with the amino acid sequence itself, 3) the change of folding structures in variants appeared 
different case by case, and 4) assigning hydrophobicity index to each amino acid is a way to distinguish 
folding structures at the same native state.  
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